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Integration with respect to closable set functions IS used to treat perturbattons to 
Schrodinger semigroups. The method is illustrated by perturbations generated by 
potentials with zero relative bound, relative to the free Hamiltonian operator of a 
finite non-relativistic quantum system, and by the attractive l/r’ potential for a 
single non-relativistic particle. 8 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A description of the dynamics of a non-relativistic quantum system 
naturally leads to a certain family of unbounded operator-valued set 
functions. The appropriate characterization of integration with respect to 
these set functions is rather elusive. 
The purpose of this work is to develop an idea of Kluvanek [9] con- 
cerning the notion of a closable set function, and apply it to the case just 
mentioned. 
There is a tradition in the mathematical physics literature which suggests 
that analytic continuation from real time to the imaginary time domain is 
somehow relevant to the mathematical treatment of quantum systems [4]. 
Analytic continuation in time is also a central feature of the present 
approach. 
Attempts to avoid appealing directly to analytic continuation in the 
present context have not been successful, but the possibility of such an 
approach should not be discounted. 
Section 2 introduces the notion of a family of vector-valued additive set 
functions on a semi-algebra Y of subsets of a set Sz being closable with 
respect to a family of positive measures on the a-algebra a(Y) generated 
by Y’. 
The terminology is appropriate from two points of view. There is a clear 
analogy with the concept introduced by von Neumann [13] of a closed 
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unbounded operator on a Hilbert space, and there is also a relationship 
with the idea of a closed vector measure introduced by Kluvanek [ 111. 
A convergence result for the indefinite integrals with respect o a closable 
family of vector-valued additive set functions is an immediate consequence 
of the definition. 
The techniques used are basic to the theory of vector measures [ 111. 
They are the “devectorization” of vector-valued set functions into a family 
9 of scalar set functions, analysis in the space of functions integrable with 
respect to the family F, and the “revectorization” of collections of scalar 
set functions into vector-valued set functions. The procedure enables one to 
define and keep track of the relevant topologies which are, at times, abnor- 
mally large (i.e., non-metrizable). 
In Section 3, the class of operator-valued set functions related to non- 
relativistic quantum systems is introduced and “devectorized,” to obtain 
the space of functions integrable with respect to the associated family of 
scalar set functions. The indefinite integrals of these integrable functions are 
then obtained by “revectorization.” 
The closedness of the indefinite integrals proved in Section 1 is shown in 
Section 4 to be intimately related to certain convergence theorems for con- 
tinuous one-parameter semigroups of operators- an observation which 
facilitates a treatment of relatively Ho-bounded potentials in quantum 
systems, provided the relative bound is zero. Here Ho is the free 
Hamiltonian operator of the system in question. The Coulomb potential of 
a finite system of charged particles falls into this category. 
The example of the attractive l/r2 potential treated by Nelson [12] fits 
neatly into this framework, and we see in Section 5 that the results agree 
with his. 
The background and some references relavant to this paper are given in 
EN 61. 
2. CLOSABLE SET FUNCTIONS 
Let 9’ be a semi-algebra of subsets of a non-empty set 52; that is, Q E Y, 
Sn TE 9’ whenever S, TE 9, and the set S\ T is equal to the union of a 
finite family of pairwise disjoint sets U,, j= l,..., k belonging to Y, which 
are numbered so that if U, = S n T, then the union Uj= 0 U, belongs to Y 
for every I = 0, l,..., k. 
A good model to keep in mind is the family of rectangles JJf=, [a,, b,[ 
0 < a, < bi < 1 contained in the set [O, 1 [‘. 
Let E be a locally convex space over C, with a fundamental family 9 of 
seminorms defining the topology of E. 
An E-valued set function m: 9’ -P E is said to be additiue if m(A u B) = 
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~(AJ+~(B) for every A,BEY with AnB=@ and AuBE~‘. It then 
follows (somewhat non-trivially) that if n = 1,2,..., and AI,..., A,E y are 
pairwise disjoint sets for which U:= I A I E Y, then 
m 91 ( 1 
A, = f m(A,). 
r=l 
A finite linear combination (over C) of characteristic functions xA of sets 
A E Y is said to be an Y-simple function. The collection of all Y-simple 
functions is denoted by sim(Y). 
If m: Y -+ E is additive and s E sim(Y), then sm: Y -+ E is the additive 
set function defined by 
sm(A)= f c,m(A,nA) 
!=I 
for every A E 9, whenever s has the representation 
s= i c,xA, 
1=I 
for c,EC, A,EY, i= l,..., n, n = 1, 2 ,.... Because m is additive, sm is well 
defined. 
Let Z be a directed set and let (Y;)[ E z be an increasing collection of 
sub-semi-algebras of Y such that Ur E z Y; = 9’. 
Let ba(Y, E) be the collection of all bounded additive maps m: Y -+ E. 
Denote by &q E AY;, E) ( or sometimes, just @(Y<, E)) the collection of all 
additive set functions m: 9’ + E such that for each c E Z, (m(A): A E Y;> is 
bounded subset of the locally convex space E. The space @(q, E) is 
endowed with the locally convex topology defined by the collection of 
seminorms {pY,:pE9, {EZ}. 
For each pe?? and FEZ, 
for all m E &x(5$, E). 
Let IV,, W, be index sets, and let A = {A< : 5 E W, } be a collection of 
families A,, 5 E WI of additive set functions m: 9’ + E such that for each 
5 E WI the set A, is a bounded subset of the locally convex space $u(q, E). 
Let r= { Ts. : t E IV,,} be a collection of families I’<, t E IV,, of measures 
p: a(Y) + [0, cc[ defined on the o-algebra o(Y) generated by Y, such 
that for each 5 E IV,, the set Tc is bounded in the variation norm; that is, 
sup(/&q: /A E r,> < 03. 
Two topologies zy and z,, are defined on the space sim(Y) of Y-simple 
functions. 
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The topology rr is defined by the collection of seminorms 
{Il.ll~-~: TV WO) with 
for each s E sim(Y) and 5 E IV,. 
The topology r, is defined by the collection of seminorms (pync : c E 2, 
r~ WI, and PEP} with 
Psq&) = suP{P,,(W r=ff,) 
for each c E 2, 5 E WI, and s E sim(Y). 
Now it easy to produce examples for which the topologies rr and T,, are 
not Hausdorff, so it is sometimes necessary to work with their quotient 
topologies instead. 
The system /i is said to be f-compatible if for every A ~9 such that 
Z~(A)=Oforevery,u~lJZwe haveX,m=OforeverymEUA. 
Now suppose that A is Z-compatible. For each SE sim(Y), let [sir 
denote the collection of all Y-simple functions r such that p( Is - rl ) = 0 for 
all p E U f, and let [sin denote the collection of all Y-simple functions r 
such that (s - r) m(A) = 0 for every m E U A and A E 9’. Set 
sim,(Y)= ([s]r:sEsim(9)}; sim,(Y) = { [sin : s E sim(Y)). 
Let rc,-: sim(Y) + sim,(Y), rc,, : sim(Y) --) sim,(Y) be the natural pro- 
jections of the functions s in sim(Y) onto their equivalence classes [sir 
and CsL, respectively. 
If I: sim(9) + sim(Y) is the identity map on sim(SP), then because A is 
Z-compatible, there exists a unique map I,,,: sim,(Y) + sim,(Y) such 
that 71,~ Z= Z,,, on,; that is, the following diagram is commutative: 
sim(Y) I sim(9) 
nr 
1 i 
XA 
sim,(Y) 7 sim,(Y) 
The space sirnAY) is equipped with quotient topology of zr, and 
sim,(Y) is equipped with the quotient topology of r,,. The quotient 
topologies are denoted by the same symbols as the original topologies 
(there is no danger of confusion). Then sim,(SP) and sim,(Y) are locally 
convex Hausdorff spaces. 
2.1. DEFINITION. The system A of additive E-valued set functions is said 
to be closable with respect to the system Z of measures (briefly, it is Z- 
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closable) if it is r-compatible, and if every r,-Cauchy net of 9-simple 
functions converging to zero in zy converges to zero in r,. 
It will be clear in Section 3 why it is better not to “devectorize” the 
family A. 
Let G,,(y) be the completion of the space sim,(Y). In certain cases, 
the completion sim,(y) of sim,(Y) can be identified with a space L’(T) of 
(equivalence classes of) measurable functions deftned as follows. 
A function f: s2 -+ C is termed r-measurable if f is p-measurable for every 
~1 EU r. If S is r-measurable, then [fir denotes the collection of all r- 
measurable functions g: D -+ @ such that f= g p-a.e. for each p E u r. A set 
A c Q is said to be r-measurable if its characteristic function is r- 
measurable, and then we set [FI]~ = [x,,,]. Expressions such as “T-a.e.” 
mean “off a r-measurable set A such that [xA],-= CO],.” 
The space L’(T) is the collection of all equivalence classes [f] r of r- 
measurable functions f: a + @ (with the natural vector space structure) 
such that 
for each 5 E IV,. The topology of L’(r) is defined by the collection of 
seminorms 11 .I\ rs, 5 E IV,. 
Clearly sim,(9)ciLi(Z). If L’(T) is complete, then G,(Y) is 
isomorphic to a closed subspace of L’(T) as a locally convex space. In 
practice sim,(y) is dense in L’(T). The system r is said to be closed if 
P(r) is complete. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for which r is closed are given in 
[ 111; the closedness of r is related to the completeness of the measure 
algebra associated with L’(T) in the relative topology, and also to its 
relative completeness as a Boolean algebra. 
Let X and Y be locally convex spaces. A map U: 9(u) -+ Y with domain 
9(u) c X is said to be X- Y-closable if the closure of the graph 
{(x, ux): XE 9(u)} of u in the product space Xx Y is the graph of an 
operator ii: 9(U) -+ Y called its X- Y-closure. 
2.2. LEMMA. Suppose that r is closed and A is r-compatible. Then A is 
r-closable if and only if the map I,,: sim,-(9) -+sim,(Y) is L’(T)- 
%,, (Y)-closable. 
Proof: Suppose first that I, is L’(r) - sim,, (Y)-closable. Then the 
closure of the set (([s-J,-, [s],,): sE sim(Y)} in L’(T) x&i,,(Y) is the 
graph of an operator I,,, : 9(1,-,,) -+sim,(Y). 
Let S, E sim(Y), u E A be a Cauchy net in T,,, such that s, --f 0 in T,-. Then 
C&l/l> creA is a Cauchy net in sim,(Y) and [s,],--+ 0 in L’(T). Let 
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fez,(Y) be the element corresponding to [s,],,, CI EA. Then (0,f) is a 
cluster point of the set {([sir, [s],,): s~sim(Y)) in L’(T) X=,,(Y), SO 
(Qf)E ((89 b-Ad:Hm-A)). 
Therefore f= 0 and S, --, 0 in 7,. 
Conversely, suppose that /i is Z-closable. Now Zr,, is closable if and only 
if g, =g, whenever (f, gl) and (f, g2) are cluster points of the set 
G= {([s]~, [s],):sEsim(9’)) 
in L’(f) x z,(Y). But if (f, g,) and (f, g2) are cluster points of G, then 
(0, g, -g2) is also a cluster point of G in L’(Z) x G,,(Y), so there exists a 
net ( [sJr, [s&), c1 E A in sim,(Y) x sim,(Y) converging to (0, g, -g2) 
in L’(T) x G,(Y). 
Therefore s, + 0 in rT and s,, c( E A is Cauchy in t,. Consequently, 
s, -PO in r, and [sJ,, 40 in sim,(Y), showing that g, =g,. 
For every me u /1, the map Jy: sim,(Y) -+ @(Y[, E) is defined by 
JT( [s]“) = sm for all s E sim(Y). 
2.3. LEMMA. The topology 7n is the coarsest opology such that for every 
TV W,, (J;: m E A,} is an equicontinuous family of linear maps from 
sim,(Y) into l&Y;, E). 
Pro05 The coarsest such topology has as a fundamental system of 
neighbourhoods of zero, the family of sets of the form 
as U ranges over a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of zero in 
b&Ycy;, E), and t; ranges over the set W,. This is just a reformulation of the 
topology 7,. 
If E is complete, then l&q, E) is apparently complete. Let E denote the 
completion of E if E is not complete. 
Let I/1: 9(Zr,,) +sim,,(Y) be the L1(Z)-~sim,(Y)-closure of I,,, 
whenever it exists. Let 77: G,,(Y) + b,a(y , E) be the continuous linear 
extension of JT from sim,(Y) to all of z,,(Y), for each rnE U A. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let f be a closed collection of families of measures. 
Let /i be a Z-closable collection of families of E-valued additive set 
functions. A Z-measurable function f: D -+ @ is said to be r- A-integrable 
if [flrE9(IrA) and 
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for every m E u A. The E-valued additive set function fm = 7; 0 11-,1[.fl1- is 
called the indefinite integral off with respect to m. Let m(f) =fm(n). 
The collection of all equivalence classes [f],- E L’(T) of I-‘- A-integrable 
functions is denoted by L’(T, A). As is customary, iff: 52 -+ @ is a function 
on Q, then ‘tf~ L’(T, A ),, (or “f E L’(T)“) means “f is r-measurable and 
[flrE L’(T, A),, (or ‘tfis r-measurable and [flrE L’(T)“). 
If E is complete, then by Lemma 2.3, every f-measurable function 
jQ--+@ such that [flrE9(IrA) is automatically f - A-integrable. In the 
examples of Section 3, the space E is not complete. Whenever E is com- 
plete, L’(T, A) can be turned into a complete locally convex space by 
equipping it with the coarsest topology for which both the inclusion of 
L’(T, A) in L’(T), and the map Tr,, are continuous, as with integration 
with respect o a finite measure. 
The operation of integration f H fm, f E L’(T, A) obviously has the 
usual linearity properties for each m E U A. The convergence properties of 
the integral is the content of the next assertion, in which it is assumed that 
r is closed and A is r-closable. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let fk, k = 1, 2,..., he a sequence of r-A-integrable 
functions such that fk converges T-a.e. to a functionf: Q -+ @ as k + CD. Sup- 
pose moreover, that for each m E U A, there exists n, E b2(Ycy;, E) such that 
for every r E W,, fkm + n, in bca(yE, E) as k + 00, uniformly for m E A,. If 
one of the following two conditions holds, then f is r- A-integrable and 
fm=n,for every rncu A: 
(i) For each n = 1, 2 ,..., fn <f,,+ , T-a.e., and for each 5 E W,, 
sup{fl(If,l:pEfg, n=l,2 ,... }<a. 
(ii) There exists gE L’(T) such that If,,\ 6 /gl f-a.e. ,for each 
n = 1, 2,... 
Proof. If for each t E W,, fkm --+ n, in ba(q, E) uniformly for m E A<, 
then by Lemma 2.3, I,,[f,]., k = 1, 2,... is Cauchy in G,,(Y). 
By monotone convergence in (i) and dominated convergence in (ii), 
fk -+f in L’(T) as k + co. 
Since I,, : 9(rrA) -+G,(Y) is L’(T) -G.(Y)-closed, f E 9(rr,,) and 
fm=n, for each rnsU A. 
Remark. Suppose that W, = W, = Z = (O}, E = @ and Y is a a-algebra 
of subsets of 52. If p: Y + [0, CD[ is a measure and r= A = {cl}, then of 
course, a function f: 52 -+ C is r-A-integrable exactly when it is p- 
integrable, and the integrals agree. In this case, I, is the identity map and 
it is continuous, and so L’(T) - G,,(Y)-closable. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to a class of examples for which 
I,-,, is badly discontinuous, but closable. 
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3. SET FUNCTIONS RELATED TO SCHR~DINGER SEMIGROUPS 
The operator-valued set functions arising from non-relativistic quantum 
physics are concrete examples of systems for which the methods of Sec- 
tion 2 apply. 
Let Y(L*(@)) be the space of continuous linear operators on L*(W) 
with the strong operator topology. The identity on L2(Rd) is denoted by I. 
The inner product is 
($4 ti) = J‘,, d(x) ti(x) & 4, * E mRd). 
Let R L2(Rd) -+ L”(Rd) be the Fourier transform on L*( Rd) defined for 
allf~L2(Rd)nL1(Rd) by 
Ff(x) = (27~)~~~ jR2 eeixyf(y) dy, x l Rd. 
The adjoint of F is denoted by F*. Then FF= I. 
The operator on L2(Rd) of multiplication by a bounded measurable 
function g is denoted, again, by g. 
Let D= {zEUZ:Imz>O, z#O}. Set 
p;(x) = exp[ - ix*t/2z] 
for all ZED, t>O, and XEIR~, and for each ZED, t>O, let 
S(t) = F*p; F. 
Then for each z E D, s’ is clearly a C,-semigroup on L2(Rd). Denoting 
the self-adjoint extension in L2(Rd) of the Laplacian operator (defined on 
al smooth functions of compact support in IV’) by A, we clearly have 
qt) = eW*z 
for each z E D and t 20. The exponential is defined by the operational 
calculus for self-adjoint operators. 
For the case d = 3, the semigroup S’ represents the evolution of free non- 
relativistic particle in R3 (suitably normalized). 
Let Sz be the space of all continuous functions w: [0, co[ + R”, and for 
each t > 0, define X,: Q --t Rd by X,(o) = o(t), o E 52. 
The characteristic function defined on a set X of a subset A of X will 
often be denoted by A itself; there is no danger of confusion. 
Denote the Bore1 a-algebra of Rd by Z. Subsets of Q such as 
(0: X,,(w) E B, )...) X,k(w)~Bk), 0< t, ,..., t,, B, ,..., B,EZ, k= 1, 2 ,..., are 
habitually written (in the probabilistic notation) as {X,, E B, ,..., X, E B, >. 
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For each t> 0, let x denote the semi-algebra of all sets of the form 
{X,, E B, ,..., X,,E Bk}, O< t, < *.. <t, B ,,..., B,EC, k= 1, 2 ,.... 
Define the set function fl: Y: -+ Y(L2(Rd)) for each z E D by 
M:{X,,E Bl,..., X,,EB~}=S’(~-~~)B~S’(~~-~~-,)...B,S~(~~) 
for all O<tl< ... <tk<t, B, ,..., B,EC, k=l,2 ,.... 
It is easily checked that M; is well defined (by the semigroup property of 
Y) and it is a bounded additive 5?(L2(Rd))-valued set function on Y:. 
Let H,(D) be the space of all continuous functions defined on D which 
are analytic in the interior Do of D. Give H,(D) the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of Do. Then H,(D) is metrizable, but it is 
not complete; this is a serious deficiency of the present approach. 
It would be more appropriate to deal with a complete space of analytic 
functions, such as the Hardy space H”(D) of functions on the half-plane D. 
For the examples of Sections 4 and 5, the space H,(D) suffices. 
Now we are in a position to apply the machinery developed in Section 2. 
The Wiener process is constructed in the Appendix of [12]. 
Let 9 be the a-algebra generated by UI,o y: and let (Q, Y-, (P”),, nd; 
(X,),,,) be the Wiener process on Rd. Then a simple calculation shows 
that for every b > 0 and t > 0, 
= 
I RdW{&rl~Bw., Xt,,, E Bk )$a X,0 4~) dx (1) 
for every 4, + E L2(Rd), 0 < t, < . . . < t, < t, B, ,..., Bk E C, k = 1, 2 ,.., . 
Therefore, for each a > 0 and t > 0, My is o-additive on q, and it has a 
unique a-additive extension My: a(y;‘) + 6p(L2(Rd)) to the o-algebra o(*Sq) 
generated by 8. 
For each 4 E L2(R”), let MfV: a(x) -+ L2(Rd) be the vector measure 
defined by MY~(A) = My(A) 4, A E 0((x), and for $ E L2(Rd), let (My& $) 
be the scalar measure on a(x) defined by (My& $)(A) = (My(A) 4, II/) for 
every A E a($). 
Given a a-additive set function m: d + C on the a-algebra d of subsets of 
a set X, the variation Irnl of m is the positive measure defined by 
where ‘II runs over the collection Z7(A, 8) of all finite partions of A be 
elements of 1. 
Now we shall “devectorize” the family My, a > 0 of operator-valued 
measures on a(q). 
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For every a > 0, 4 E L*(KY’), and t > 0 set 
C”= wc% 4wIC/~~2(~d)~ 11~112~ 1) 
and for every t > 0, set r, = {r>“: a > 0, q5 E L*( ET’), 11&1 2 < 11. 
3.1. THEOREM. For each t > 0, f I is closed. 
Proof By the representation (1) and the well-known result of P. L&y 
on the quadratic variation of the Wiener process (see, e.g., [7]), for each 
t > 0, there exists a pairwise disjoint family of sets Q; E a(q), a > 0 such that 
M~(Q;nA)=MP’(A) 
for all A E o(q) and a > 0, and My(Qf n A) = 0 for all A E a(x) whenever 
a # b. 
Let &EL’(P), n= 1, 2 ,..., be an orthonormal basis of L’(@). Then for 
each n = 1, 2,..., and a > 0, there exists by (1) a probability measure ~7” 
equivalent to the L2(Rd)-valued measure 4474”. 
Let j4; = C,“= i 2-“py. Then for each a>O, My is equivalent to the 
probability measure p;. Let Sp; = {A n Q;: A E o(g)} and let (a, Sp, pf) 
be the completion of the measure space (Sz, Y;, p;) for each a > 0. Denote 
the direct sum of the measure spaces (Sz, 9;, pp), a > 0 by (52, %!‘t, p,). 
Then a set A c 52 is r,-measurable if and only if it is p,-measurable, and 
in this case, [A],-,=0 if and only if ,u,(A) =O. 
The space L’(p,) is complete because pr is decomposable, so it follows 
from [ll, 111.3.31 that L’(T,) is complete; that is, f, is closed. 
For every 4, I+G E L*(R’), ZE D, and t > 0, let (MT@, II/): x+ C be the 
additive set function defined by (Mfd, II/)(A)= (&(A) 4, II/) for every 
AE%. 
. For every 4, $ E L*( Rd) and A E Y;, the function 
z++W@) 4, $1, ZED 
on D is denoted by (MP#, $)(A). 
3.2. LEMMA. For each t >O, 4, II/ EL*(~~V’), and A E x:, (Mf’q5, $)(A)E 
H,(D), and Wf’4, $1: X+-,H,(D) . IS an additive set function. Moreover, 
UC’4, $1 E ba(% f&(D)). 
Proof: For each t > 0, 4 E L*(UP’), the L2(Rd)-valued function 
ZH S”(t) 4, z E D is analytic in Do, and continuous on D. Furthermore 
I(S’(t)((,<l for all ZED and t>O. 
It follows by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that a finite product T’ of 
the operators 
S=(f*),..., Wtd, XB, P.-.T XBk 
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0<t 1 ,**., tk, B 1 ,..., B, E ,Y, k = I,2 ,... for each z E D has the property that the 
function z H T’qS, z E D is analytic in Do, and continuous on D for each 
4 E L*(R”), so surely (MP4, $)(A) E H,(D) for all 4, $ E L*(R”) and A E Z. 
The additivity of (MP#, $): x--f H,(D) for each 4, tj E L2(lRd) follows 
from the additivity of each of the set functions (w4, $), z E D. For each 
AE% l(M:bW,J/)l G Ml2 llvQl12 for every ZED, so Wf% $1~ 
ba(% K(D)). 
For each t > 0 and 4 E L2(Rd), let A! be the collection 
wPc4 ti): IIIc/ll*~ 11 
of H,(D)-valued set functions, and set A, = {A? : 4 E L*( Rd), I\$[/ z < 1 ). The 
positive imaginary axis (ai: a > 0} c D is denoted by K. 
3.3. LEMMA. For each t > 0, the system A, of H,(D)-ualued additive set 
functions is r,-compatible. 
Proof. We must show that whenever AEY~ and p(A) =O for all 
~~UU,,m(AnB)=OforallmEUA,,andBEC. 
Therefore, suppose that I(My4, $)I (A)=0 for all 4, I,GEL~(IR~), 
II\1/I12< 1,and a>O. Then for every BEG, 
(M~~,I(/)(AnB)=(M~(AnB)~,~)=O 
for all 4, $ E L*( Rd) and a > 0. 
By Lemma 3.2, the function (MP#, $)(A n B): D -+ C is analytic in Do; 
that is, ZH (M;(A n B) 4, tj), ZE Do is analytic, and it vanishes on the 
positive imaginary axis KC Do. Consequently, the function 
(Mfh ICI)@ n B) vanishes in the interior of D, and so on all of D by con- 
tinuity, as required. 
Let E be the collection of all finite subsets of the interval 10, t], directed 
by inclusion. For every JE%;;, Y; is the semi-algebra 
1 {X,, E B, ,..., X,, E B,}: J= (t, ,..., tj} and B1 ,..., B, EC}. Then the increasing 
family of semi-algebras Y;, JE z will play the part introduced in Section 1. 
Set q.v,= l.ly, on &(YJ, C), JEW, t>O. 
The most important property of the collection A, of families of H,(D)- 
valued additive set functions is the following 
3.4. THEOREM. Let t > 0. The collection A, of families of H,(D)-valued 
additive set functions is r,-closable. 
Proof: Let s,, a E A be a z,,,-Cauchy net of z-simple functions converg- 
ing to zero in rr,. We must show that s,, a E A converges to zero in t,,,. 
Thus, for each a > 0, 4 E L2(Rd) 
?‘f”A CsuP{l(Y’4, $)I (I&l): $EL2(Rd)7 lllcIII2~ 11 =o, 
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and for each compact subset C of Do, and finite set JE E, 
lim CWq9,C(s,-sg)(Mf4~ HI: =C, 11~112~ I} =a GEA 
It is sufficient to show that zero is a cluster point in the topology r,, of 
any subnet sB, /3 E B of the net s,, a E A. 
Let 4~ L2(lRd) and JE%. The topology of H,(D) is metrizable, so there 
exists a cotinal subset /?,, n = 1, 2 ,..., of B such that for every compact sub- 
set C of D, 
/“, CsuP(q,C(s,-s,)(M:~, ~)l:z~c~ +EL2(~d)T 11~112~ 11 =o. (2) 
for the sequence s, = spn, n = 1, 2 ,... . Moreover, 
(3) 
for each a > 0. 
Now by Lemma 3.2, for each REL$ and #EL’(R’), [QMPd,@)](R), 
n = 1, 2,..., is a sequence of analytic functions converging uniformly on 
every compact subset C of Do. The limit is therefore analytic in the interior 
of D. 
However, by (3), the limit is zero on the positive imaginary axis, which 
lies in Do. The limit is therefore zero in all of Do, so 
lim [ sup { q,[s,(M:4, $)I: z E C} = 0. 
“+ O” ll~ll2=s 1 
Therefore, zero is certainly a cluster point of s,+ 1 E B in z,,. 
Instead of saying that a function f: Q + @ is r, - ,4,-integrable, the more 
suggestive terminology ‘fis it!: - My-integrable” is used. The space L’(f,) 
is written as L’(M;K) and L’(T,, A,) is written as L’(M;K, MP). Similarly, “f 
is Myintegrable” means f E L'(Mr). 
Now we shall “revectorize” the indefinite integrals of M:-- MP- 
integrable functions to obtain the relevant operator-valued set functions. 
Integration with respect to operator-valued measures is in the sense of 
Kluvanek and Knowles [ 111. 
3.5. THEOREM. If f is M;K- MP-integrable, then for each z E D, there 
exists a unique 9(L2( IWd))-ualued additive set function fM: : Y: + .P’(L2( Wd)) 
such that for every A E q”;, 4, $ cL2([Wd), the function zw (fMf(A) 4, $), 
z E D belongs to the space H,(D), and for each a > 0, f is integrable with 
respect to the operator-valued measure My, and 
fMP’(A) = 5 f dM; 
A 
for each A E x. 
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Proof. Uniqueness is immediate by analytic continuation and the con- 
tinuity of functions in H,(D) on D. 
The space 9(L2(lRd)) of continuous linear operators is quasi-complete 
by virtue of the uniform boundedness principle. Now we may appeal to the 
principles of “devectorization” and “revectorization” to deduce that a 
function g belongs to L’(M;K) if and only if for each a > 0, g is 
My’-integrable in Y(L2(Rd)) [ lLII.21. 
If the function f: $2 + C is M;K- My-integrable, then certainly 
f~ L’(M;K), so f is My’-integrable for each a > 0. 
Now by Definition 2.4, [f] r, E 9(lr,,,,). Moreover, let 4, $ E L2( R”), 
M12, 11~112~ 1,and set m=(MPd, ti). Then me U A, and J1;,~i;lAICflr, 
belongs to the space eJ, F, (YJ, H,(D)) of additive set functions on y;‘. Set 
f(MP& +) = 7;; r,,,,[f],. Then for each A E q, the function 
ZHf(MPc4 tiU)(zh ZGD 
is analytic in the interior of D and continuous on D. 
The assumption that f is A4: - Mf-integrable can now be expressed in 
the following way. There exists a net s, E sim(x), c1 E A such that [So],-, -+f 
in L’(MF), and by virtue of Lemma 2.3, for each 4 E L2(W’), 
in the space ba,, ,(YJ, H,(D)) uniformly for Ic/ E L2( W”), 11$11 2 G 1; that is, 
for each 4 E %( Rd), JE Et;, and compact C c Do, 
uniformly for z E C, R E YJ, and $ E L2( IR”), /I$ I/ 2 6 1. 
Therefore, for each R E y;‘, q!~ E L2(Iw”) there exists an L2(IWd)-valued 
analytic function zwfM;&R), z E Do such that for every I,$ E L2((Rd), we 
have 
(fW$(R), ICI) = Cf(MP4, $)(R)l(z) 
for every z E Do. 
Now [sJr,+f in L’(MF), so surely s,M;‘qS(R) +JRf dA474, and con- 
sequently fM$qS(A) = SA f dA4?# for all a > 0. 
The function a++jA f dMy$, a > 0, is an L2(Rd)-valued analytic function 
for each 4 E (Rd), so by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, the operator- 
valued function 
ac* 
5 
f d&l;‘, a>0 
A 
has a power series expansion in terms of a with coefficients which are 
bounded linear operators on L’(R”). 
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Therefore, by analytic continuation, there exists for each ZE Do an 
additive operator-valued set function fw : 8 --) Z(L2( Rd)) such that 
for all A E Y: and 4, tj E L*( FY’), and for every a > 0 
If the function f: 52 --) C is M;K- MP-integrable, then we shall write 
M;(f) for fM;(Q), z E D, fM;F for the additive Y(L2(Rd))-valued set 
function fM:, and sometimes 
s 
fdW 
A 
for fMr(A), AE~. The operator fM;F(s2) is also written as M:(f). 
4. PERTURBATIONS TO SCHR~DINGER SEMIGROUPS 
In this section, the notation Ho = -id (used by physicists) is adopted. 
A function J 52 --t 43 is said to be M;K-measurable if it is r,-measurable. 
The equivalence class [f Ir, is denoted by [f],. Similarly, expressions uch 
as “M;K-a.e., ” “M;K-null” mean “r, - a.e.,” “T,-null,” and so on. 
It is useful to restate Theorem 2.5 in terms of potentials. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A Bore1 measurable function U: Rd+ @ is called a 
Ko-potential (resp. a K-potential) if for each t > 0, there exists a set 52, such 
that Q\Q, is Mj%rull and the function 
exists (resp. exists and is M;K-integrable). 
The integral over s is of course taken as a Lebesgue integral. The 
existence of the function is sufhcient to ensure its measurability, because U 
is assumed to be Bore1 measurable. 
Clearly a bounded Bore1 measurable function is a K-potential. A 
K-potential U: OF’+ C is said to be a K-D-potential if for each t >O, 
exp [ - i j:, U 0 X, ds] is M;K - MP-integrable. 
We have by virtue of Theorem 2.5, the following 
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4.2. THEOREM. Let U be a &potential. Let U,, n = I,2 ,.,., be K - D- 
potentials such that for each t > 0, 
M;K-a.e. as n -V co, and there exists g,E L’(Mf) such that 
exp[Imji o,lXSds]<\g,\ MjY-a.e. 
Furthermore, suppose that 
(i) for every #E: L’(P), compact set CcD” and JE$, 
exp[ -i jb U, 0 X, ds] MT(A) 4, n = 1, 2,..., converges in L’(@) uniformly 
for AEYJ and zEC, and 
(ii) for each 4, II/ E L’(R’) and A E $, the function 
ZH lim li-e(exp[-ijdu,oX,I]M:(A)~.i), ZE:D’ 
is the restriction to Do of a continuous function on D. 
Then U is a K - D-potential and for each t > 0, 
lim lim M: exp 
2-rln-X 
( [-ij~U,,~X~ds])=jQe~p[-ij~U~X.Yds]dM: 
in the weak operator topology. 
If U is continuous off a set of capacity zero, then U is a K,-potential [ 12, 
p. 3411. Note that the representation of Nelson [ 123 is the “negative time” 
version of (1); the result is the same in the end. 
The following observation proves to be useful. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let n = 1, 2 ,..., let A be a non-empty set, and suppose that 
T,,,,(a), m = l,..., n, j = 1, 2 ,..., a E A are continuous linear operators on L2( Rd) 
such that for each m = l,..., n, T,,(a) conoerges in P’(L2(Rd)) as j+ 00, 
uniformly for a E A. Define the operator 
J’,(f, ,-,f,; a) = fi f, T,,(a) 
m=l 
for j = 1, 2,..., a E A and bounded Bore1 measurable functions fi ,... . Then 
P,(f,,...,f,; a) converges in Z(L’(W)) as j + 00 uniformly for (1 f,ll o. < 1, 
m = l,..., n and aEA. 
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ProoJ: Suppose first that n = 1. Let 4 E L*(lR”). Then 
IIC~,~fi~~~-~,~fi~~~l~IIz=llfiC~,,~~~-~,,~~~l~II, 
d llfill, IIC~,1(4- T/I(Q)1 $112 
for j, I= 1, 2 ,..., so the assertion is true in this case. 
Suppose now that it is true for n = k and let 4 E L’(li@). Then 
Cpj~fi~~~~~f~+l~a~~P~~fi~~~~~f~+l~a~l 4 
=fk+1C~,,k+,(~)P,(f,,...,f,;~)-~,,,+,(~)P,(f,,...,f,;~)l~ 
=fk+,C~,k+I(~)-~l,k+l(~)lP,(f,,...,f,;~)~ 
+fk+l Tl,k+l(“)CPj-PIl 4 
for allj, I= 1, 2 ,.,.. By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, the result is true for 
n = k + 1, so it holds for all n = 1,2 ,..., by induction. 
If t > 0, let Cyl,(Q) be the collection of all functions of the form 
fi 0 X,, . . . fk o Xt,, 0 < t, < + .. < t, < t, f, ,..., fk are bounded and continuous 
on W”, and k = 1, 2 ,.... 
Let X and Y be locally convex spaces. A subset C of the domain 9(u) of 
an X- Y-closed linear map U: 9(u) + Y is said to be a core for u if the 
closure of the set {(x, ax): x E C} in Xx Y is the graph of U. 
4.4. LEMMA. For each t > 0, Cyl,(sZ) c 9(Ir,n,) and Cyl,(Q) is a core for 
the closed map Ir,n, : G2(Ir,,,,) -+ GA,(g). 
Proof To show that Cyl,(Q) c 9(fr,,,,), it is enough to show that for 
each f E Cyl,(Q), there exists a sequence s,, n = 1, 2,..., of z-simple 
functions such that s, -fin L’(Mf) and s,, n = 1,2,..., is z,,-Cauchy. 
Letf~Cyl,(~),f=f,~X,;..foX,,,O<t, ,..., t,<t. Lets,,,n=l,2 ,..., be 
z-simple functions such that s,, --f f, uniformly on Rd as n + co, for each 
j = l,..., k. 
Then s, = s,,~ 0 x,, . * * s,,k 0 x,, + f uniformly on Q as n + co, and so also 
in the topology of L’(Mf). To see that s,, n = 1,2,..., is ml-Cauchy, let 
JEW, ZE D, A E yJ and write the operator s,M;(A), II = 1, 2 ,..., out in 
terms of products of the operators S’(r), 0 <r Q t, and the operators of 
multiplication by xe, BE Z and s,,~, j = l,..., k, n = 1, 2 ,... . 
Then by Lemma 4.3, the convergence in P’(L2(Rd)) as n + cc of the 
operators s,M:(A) is uniform as z ranges over any compact subset of Do 
and as A ranges over Y;. Therefore s,, n = 1, 2,..., is Cauchy in the 
topology 2,, . 
Moreover, Cyl,(Q) is a core for I,-,,,, because any Bore1 measurable sim- 
ple function on I@ is the limit almost everywhere of a uniformly bounded 
sequence of continuous functions, and Lemma 4.3 may be applied again. 
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If the operator A on LZ(Rd) is the infinitesimal generator of a Co- 
semigroup on L2(Rd), then so is A + B (defined on the domain of A) for 
any bounded linear operator B on L2(lRd), and the corresponding 
semigroup is denoted by ecA + ‘jr, t > 0 [ 8, 1X.2.1 . 
4.5. LEMMA. Any bounded continuous function U: lRd -+ C is a K - D- 
potential, and for each z E D, t > 0, 
Proof. For each n = 1, 2,..., define f, E Cyl,(sZ) by 
fJw)= fi expC-iWd$ln)) tlnl, COEQ. 
J=l 
Then for each z ED, n = 1, 2 ,..., 
The Trotter product formula [16] tells us that 
in T(L*(@)) as n + co. Furthermore, IIMf(f,)112~exp[II(Im lJ)+il,t], 
for each t > 0, so the Vitali convergence theorem [l] Theorem 3 implies 
that the convergence of M;(f,) as n -+ co is uniform as z ranges over 
any compact subset of Do. The operator-valued function ZI--+~-‘(~~‘+ ‘I’,
z E D, is continuous on D by strong resolvent convergence [ 151. Now 
I f,(o)1 6 exp[ II(Im U)’ 11 m t], n = 1, 2,..., and f,(o) converges to 
exp[ - i f; Uo X,(o) ds] for all o E Q, because U is continuous. 
The elements Ir,J f,] f, n = 1, 2 ,..., of sim,,,(x) form a Cauchy sequence 
in the topology z,,, by Lemma 4.3, so an appeal to Theorem 2.5 completes 
the proof. 
4.6. LEMMA. Any bounded Bore1 measurable function U: Rd + C is a 
K - D-potential, and for each z E D and t > 0, 
Proof. Let h be a smooth function of compact support on W“, set 
h,(x) = ndh(nx), x E W”, and let U,, : Rd -+ C be the convolution h,*U of h, 
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with U, n = 1, 2 ,.... Then U, is smooth, lU,l d I)UII,, n= I,2 ,..., and 
U, + U a.e. as n --, co. 
By Lemma 4.5, for each n = 1,2,..., U, is a K-D-potential and 
for each z E D and t > 0. Moreover, 
= R;;(t-t,)B,R;(t,-t,_,)**.R;(t,) 
for all 0 < t 1 < . . . < tk < t, B, ,..., B, E Z, k = 1, 2 ,... . 
By virtue of strong resolvent convergence, for the semigroups R;, 
n = 1, 2,..., we have R~(t)+R’(t)=e-i’Hoi”+~)r for each t>O and ZED 
[15] and also ZH R’(t), ZE D, is continuous in the strong operator 
topology. The conclusion now follows from Lemma 4.3, Vitali’s con- 
vergence theorem, Fubini’s theorem, and Theorem 4.2. 
If A and B are two unbounded operators on L2(Rd), then the sum A + B 
is defined on the intersection of the domains of A and B (which may be 
trivial). The closure of A + B is denoted by A + B whenever it exists as a 
densely defined operawon L2(lW’). If A + B generates a C,-semigroup, 
then it is written as ecA +B)‘, t > 0. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let U: IWd + C be a Bore1 measurable function such that 
the domain of H, + U is dense, and the following conditions hold: 
(i) For each t >O, there exists a set Ql~sZ such that a\&?, is M;K_ 
null, j&IUoX,(w)l ds<oo for all OEQ, and exp[j;(Im U)+oX,ds]E 
L’(M;K). 
(ii) For each z E D, there exists @, > 0 and a neighbourhood U, of z in 
D such that for all I > @,, the range of 
II+ i(H,Jy + U) 
is dense in L2(IWd) for all y E U,. Then U is a K - D-potential and 
eei(HO+(i)f=JQexp [ -iJ‘: UoXSds] dA4;. 
Proof: First, by condition (i), U is a K-potential. Let 
U, = U- i[Im U] + and U, = i[Im U] +. Then there exists an increasing 
sequence Vi2), n = 1, 2 ,..., of bounded Bore1 measurable functions such that 
Vi” + U2/i as n + co. 
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By virtue of monotone convergence for integrals [ 111 
for each a > 0. In particular, for each a > 0, there exist numbers C,, L, > 0, 
such that 
lje-(aHo- (‘)fII < CapLo’ 
for every n = 1, 2,..., and t > 0 by the semigroup property [5, p. 306, 3221. 
Since the spectrum of aH, - Vk2) is bounded below by -La, the constant 
C, can be taken as 1 for each n = 1,2 ,..., and a > 0. 
There also exists a sequence I’!,‘), n = 1, 2,..., of bounded Bore1 
measurable functions bounded by 1 UI, such that for each z E D, 
[Ho/z + v(“lf- L-H& + u, 1 f ” 
as n -+ cc, for each f belonging to the domain of H, + U. By the Trotter 
product formula [16], the functions vi’), n = 1, 2,..., may be chosen so that 
for each z E D, t > 0 and n = 1,2 ,..., 
IW l(HO/=+ 4’q 2 < 1. 
Therefore, for each 0 < a < Im z//z1 2, z E Do, 
(Ho/~+V~)+iV~2))f=[Ho(z~‘+ia)+V~’~-i(aHo-V~2~)]J 
-+ (Ho/z + U) f 
as n + co, for all fin the domain of Ho + U, and 
II- r[Ho/z+ v(,“+,v?q < eL”r 
for each n = 1, 2,..., t > 0 by the Trotter product formula again. 
An appeal to another convergence theorem of Trotter c15, 
Theorem 5.21, shows that from condition (ii) we have 
lim ,-~(H~/Z+V(,‘+i~z’)I=,-~(HO/Z+U)~ 
n-oo 
in the strong operator topology, for each t > 0. Also, by strong resolvent 
convergence, it follows that the operator valued function 
z +..+ e ~ dffO/Z + UP 7 ZED, 
is continuous on D for the strong operator topology. 
The proof now proceeds as in Lemma 4.6, by appealing to the Vitali con- 
vergence theorem, Lemma 4.3, and Theorem 4.2. 
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4.8. COROLLARY. Let ci: Rd + C be a Borel measurable function such 
that for each a > 0, there exists b > 0 such that 
IIVl12Ga IlH~Sll~+b llfllz 
for every f E L2(Rd) belonging to the domain of Ho, which is assumed to be 
contained in the domain of the operator of multiplication by U. Then U is a 
K-D-potential and for each t > 0 
Proof If U satisfies the given condition, then obviously, so does 1 UI. 
The Ho-bound of IUl is zero, so by a standard result due to Kato [S, 
1X.2.41, the operator ( -aHo + 1 Ul ) is the infinitesimal generator of a Co- 
semigroup on L2(Rd) for each a > 0. The operator - aH0 + I UI is easily 
seen to be self-adjoint and bounded above, so monotone convergence for 
operators and integrals [3, 1 l] ensures that 
1 dM;‘” 
for each a>O, and t > 0. In particular, condition (i) of Theorem 4.7 is 
satisfied, and moreover, Kato’s argument also gives condition (ii). 
4.9. COROLLARY. Let U: Rd + @ be a Bore1 measurable function such 
that UE Lp(Rd) f orsomep>d/2,p>2 tfdZ4, andp>2 tfd=4. Then Uis 
a K- D-potential and for each t > 0 
e-z(Ho+u)r=jQexp[ -ij: UoX,dr]dMr. 
Proof The result follows from Corollary 4.8 and Faris [2, 
Proposition 41. 
The case of the Coulomb interaction of a finite number of particles is 
covered by Corollary 4.9 (after splitting off the bounded part of the poten- 
tial). For real-valued potentials, we have the following version of 
Theorem 4.2. 
4.10. THEOREM. Let V: iRd + R be a K,-potential. Let V,,: Rd + R, 
n = 1, 2,..., be K-D-potentials such that for each t > 0, 
j’ V,oX,ds-+ j’ VoX,ds 
0 0 
M;K-a.e. as n + co. 
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Then the limit as n + CC of the operators 
M:(erp[-i~~Y,o~~ds]), n=l,2,..., 
exists for each z E Do in the strong operator topology. 
Suppose that for each 4, $ E L2(lRd), A E Y;‘, t > 0 the function 
ZH lim “~m(exp[-iJb’V~o~~ds]M:(A)),~). ZED 
is the restriction to Do of a continuous function on D. Then V is a K- D- 
potential and 
in the weak operator topology, for each t > 0. 
Proof. The present case is easily reduced to the situation covered by 
Theorem 4.2, by virtue of the preceding techniques. The function g, can be 
taken to be identically equal to 1, because Im V, is identically zero for each 
n = 1, 2,... Condition (i) of Theorem 4.2 follows from the Vitali con- 
vergence theorem and Lemma 4.3. 
Corollary 4.9 can be strengthened by the results of Faris [2], to the case 
of p > d/2, p > 1 if d # 2, and p > 1 if d = 2, whenever U is real-valued, but 
the operator sum must be suitably interpreted. The exact statement can be 
gleaned from [2]. 
5. THE ATTRACTIVE l/r2 POTENTIAL 
Let V(x) = - 1/1x12, x E lR3. Then V is a K- D-potential and for each 
m > 0, the Co-semigroup 
t++M”(exp[ -i{: VoXSds]), t>O, 
is the same as the semigroup constructed by Nelson [12]. In particular, 
there is apparently a possibility of a collision with the center of attraction. 
The potential is therefore of a different character than those treated in 
Section 4, because the associated integral does not define a unitary group 
of operators in general. 
It is instructive to write out Nelson’s solution in detail, and to this end, 
the representation of C. Radin [14] is useful. 
SXO’bbW9 
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For each t > 0, let 9& be the semi-algebra of subsets of the form 
i IK, I E Bl ,*a., 1X,1 E Bk}, 0-c t, ,..., tk < t, with B, ,..., B, belonging to the 
Bore1 a-algebra of IO, co[. 
The representation (l), and the observation [12] that V is continuous 
off a closed set of capacity zero shows that there exists a set 52, c Sz such 
that 0\!3, is Mrnull and the function 
is Mf-integrable (it is bounded). 
Moreover, V is spherically symmetric, so exp[ - i J; VO X, ds] is 
measurable with respect to the o-algebra ~(9~) generated by W,, for each 
t>o. 
In spherical coordinates, the Laplace operator (on smooth functions of 
compact support on R3) is 
where J2, the square of the angular momentum operator is 
f= -[&A(sin0$)+&$]. 
The natural identification of !R3 with the Cartesian product S x [0, cc [ of 
the unit sphere S in IX3 with [0, co [ induces a Hilbert space isomorphism 
of L2(lR3) with L2(S) @ L2(0, cc ). The tensor product is taken in the sense 
of Hilbert spaces. 
A self-adjoint operator on L2(S), also denotes by f, is associated with 
the formal differential operator J2 in a standard way. The spectrum of J2 is 
purely discrete, with eigenspaces E, and eigenvalues j(j + 1) for j = 0, 1, 2,..., 
and so L2(R3) is naturally decomposed as L2( R3) = @,:, E, @ L2(0, co). 
For J’ = 0, l,..., let H, denote the Hilbert space E, @I L’(O, cc ). 
Let Z, be the identity operator on L2(0, co). It is clear from the definition 
of M; that for any ZE D and A E&, M;(A) commutes with J2@Zr, so 
M;(A ) Hi c H, for all j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Because exp[ -is& I’0 X, &] is measurable with respect to 0(93~), 
exp[-ijh VOX,&] My(A)ZZ,cHifor all a>O, AE~?,‘,, andj=O, l,.... 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, define f, E L’(Mf) by 
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for n = 1, 2,..., where Sz, is chosen such that $I--+ l/o X3(w), s > 0, is con- 
tinuous for all w E Q,. It is easy to see that f,, is M;K - MP-integrable for 
each n = 1, 2,..., and by the Vitali convergence theoremf,M:(A), n = 1, 2,..., 
converges in 5?(L2(iR3)) uniformly as A ranges over the semi-algebra YJ, 
and z ranges over the set C, for each JE 8, and compact set C c Do (on 
appealing to Lemma 4.3 again). 
Set y( A ) = lim, _ m f,M;(A) for each z E Do and A E q. Then for each 
AE~& and ZED, v(A)H,cH,, j=O, 1,2 ,.... 
It remains to prove that for each A E x, the operator-valued function 
z ++ N;(A), z E Do is the restriction to Do of a function continuous on D for 
the weak operator topology. For this it suffices to establish continuity in 
the strong operator topology only for A = Q, because Nf( A), A E cU; can 
always be written out as the product of the operators N;(Q), 0 < t < t, and 
xB, BEZ (the Markov property [6]). 
It is shown in [12] that tt-+N;(Q)), t > 0 is a Co-contraction semigroup, 
and that the exists a set F c R of full measure, such that ZH N;(Q), z E Do 
has non-tangential imits in the strong operator topology, on the set F for 
each t > 0. 
For complex numbers z and w, define zh’ = exp[w(ln JzJ + iarg z)], 
- rr d arg z < 7~. It turns out [ 12, 141, that for m E F, 
i 
x 
0 
e--"'fl_mmW~(Q)~Of dt=~OS:‘G;“(.,r;I)f.(r)dr 
for every 4 E E,, f~ L’(O, co)), A> 0, where 
Gr’(x, y; I) = w~~cx”‘H~“[(~wU)‘~’ x]( Y)“~ J,[(2~i4”~ y-J, 
4 y t R, .X>Y, 
= w7cx1’2J,[(2wi~)“2 x]( yp2 H9(2wi1)“2 y], 
X,YC& X<Y, 
and ~‘=a+ [j(j+ 1)-2~11, WE@, v=(v2)‘j2 for each j=O, I,.... The 
functions J, and HI’) are the standard Bessel functions [ 171. For z E @ 
lixed, the function v-J,(z), v E Q= is analytic, and for v E C fixed, the 
function z+-+J,(z), ZE@ is analytic in @\{O} [17, 3.131, and so by the 
definition of H!‘) [17, 3.61, for z E @ fixed, VI+ H$i)(z), v E @ is continuous 
on @ and analytic off he real axis, and z ~--r HI’)(z), z E @ is continuous on 
@, and analytic on @\ {0} whenever v is off the real axis (even when v is 
not an integer). Furthermore, the continuity holds jointly for (z, V) E @ x @. 
It follows by dominated convergence that for each A > 0, 
s 
m 
ZH e-“‘N;(Q) dt, ZED’ 
0 
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is the restriction to Do of a continuous Y(L2(lR3))-valued functionf, on D, 
such that for every ZE D, fl(z) is the direct sum of operators of the form 
Z,@Rf(A), j=o, l,...; the operator I, is the identity operator on L2(S) 
restricted to E,, and R;(l) is an integral operator on L2(0, co) whose kernel 
is exactly G;( ., .; A), j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
By strong resolvent convergence, the Y(L’( IW3))-valued function 
z w w(Q), z E Do is the restriction to D of a continuous function N;(Q) on 
D. For each z E D, the Laplace transform of t H N;(Q), t > 0 is 
h(z) = jam e-“‘N:(Q) dt, A> 0. 
The set F introduced earlier may be taken, in this case, to be the whole 
real line [w, and the limits are topological rather than non-tangential imits. 
In any case, the conclusions agree with those of Nelson [12]. 
Remarks. As it stands, the convergence result for potentials 
(Theorem 4.10) does not tell us much. The reason is, of course, the one 
mentioned previously; because the space H,(D) is not complete, condition 
(ii) of Theorem 4.2 had to be imposed because a Cauchy sequence in H,(D) 
does not necessarily converge. 
For the attractive l/r2 potential, the topology of H,(D) cannot be 
replaced by the complete topology of convergence on compact subsets of D 
(rather than Do) while using the Feynman-Nelson approximating sequence 
[12, p. 3351. I do not know whether some other approximating sequence 
can be chosen so that the convergence is on compact subsets of Radin [ 141 
shows that “regularizations” of the potential will vary relative to the sub- 
spaces H,, j=O, l,.... 
It remains to be seen whether there are any interesting (physical) exam- 
ples for which the space H,(D) is insufficient; for practical purposes, 
theorem 4.10 may be fine. 
Finally, it could be argued that the “negative mass” solution 
My(exp[ -i j& v”X, ds]), m < 0 has some physical interpretation, but I am 
not competent o make a jydgement on the matter. 
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